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Learning disabilities are desiribed and defined. The effects of these
handicaps an academic performance and social skills al:discussed. Various types
of reasixtablewccmsdatims are listed: Then, pseful counseling strategies for
learning disabled students are proposed.

INIRODUCTICV

learning disabled adults receive inaccurate information from their Senses and/or
have trouble processing that information. Like static an the radio or a bad TV picture

the information beams garbled as it travels fran the eye, ear, or akin to the brain:
'This inaccurate sensory information (scan...Imes called perceptual problems) leads

leis with academic work. The student might have difficulty reading, writing,
or listening. Either these skills have not been learned, have been learned

after heroic work; or have been learned poorly..

TYPES CF LEARNING DISABILITIES

Visual., perceptual problems

t Trouble taking'informatian in through the sense of sight and/or processing that
'4 information.

C.)
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1, Visual figs re problems. Trouble seeing a specific image within a
4111 11 ing backgroynd, inding a face in a crawl, fintling keys m a crowded desk,
. , lut me line of print fran the other lines in a book. People with this problem
=snot see things that others can see; to them the keys an the crowded desk are not
there.
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2. Visual sequencing problems. Trouble seeing things in the correet.order;

for instance, seeing, letters or numbers reversed, seeing two cans reversed on

a shelf of cans. The person with this problem actually sees the word incorrectly.

He sees "was" instead of "sae."

3. Visual discrimination problems. Trouble seeing the difference between
two similar objects, such as. the letters "v" endue, "e"=and 'r.", the difference
between two shades of one color. or two similar types of leaves. The person with

this problem sees the two"similar objectl. as alike.

Auditory perceptual problems

Trouble taking information in througho.the sense pf hearing and/or processing that

information.' People with this problem. frequently hear inaccurately. A sequencing
or discrimination error can totally change the meaning of an entire message: For

example, one snight heir "I ran to the car" instead of "I rented the car." People
with auditory handicaps frequently do not hear unaccented Syllables. They may

hear "fond" instead of "performed," "semi" instead of "seventy". These are

some types of auditory perceptual handicaps:

1. Auditory-figure-ground problems. Trouble hearing a sound over background

noise; for example, being unable to hear the ephonering when one is listening

to the radio or hearing someone talk at a y what music is playing.

2. Auditory Sequencing problems. Trouble hearing sounds in the correct
order; for example, hearing "nine-focr" instead of "four-nine "; hearing "treats"
instead of street"; hearing music garbled because the notes Are perceived out of
order. ,

3. Auditory discrimination problems. Trouble telling the differeice between
similar sounds, such as "th" and "f' and "in" or "n", hearing "seventeen" instead
of "seventy", hearing an angry rather than a joking_tone of voide.

Intersensory problems:

Trouble using two senses at once or associating two senses. For instance, not
realizing that the letter "D", which isiieen, is the same as the sound "D ", when
it is spoken; being unable to feel someone tap ypu on the shoulder while reading;ading;
being unable to listen to conversatiOn.and drive at the same time.

.rotor problems

Trouble moving one's body efficiently to achieve ecertain gbal. These are same
motor problems:

1. perceptualamotor problems. Trouble performing a task requiring coordination
because inaccurate information received throOgh the senses. Thisimay result in

clumsiness, difficulty in participating in simple sports, aticwaril. Ix stiff movements.

2. Visual-motor problems. Trouble seeing somethi=ng' and then doing it; copying

wakening off,a blackboard, throwing something at a target, learning.a dance step by-
watching the teacher.
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3. Auditory-mtor problems. Trouble- hearing sane:thing arid then doing, it:
fop.owing verbal directions, dancing to a rhythmic beat, taking notes in a lecture..

Directional problems

TtotOle automatically distinguishing left frCm right; learning North, South,
East, West; learning the' layout of a -large symmetrical building.

ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES

Learning disabilities can make academic achievement difficult. Learning to
read is pot easy for people with visual perceptual. problems or tgfoulty coordinating
what they see with what they hear. Even when these students 3,i-, `to read, it is
often at a low level, so it may take than a lag time to complete their assignments.
Writing requires fine motor skills .4hich sane learning disabled students do not have.,

. tnforming oneself through lectures requires good auditory, perception.
Sometimes the student mast behave inappz,,priately in class to cope with his learning
disabilities. Fix example, hyperactive, students may have to leave the 0..1.41; to walk up
and dam the hall. Sate students will need to cut out their vistial sense in order to
listen. They will close their eyes, causiiig their teachers to 'think they are asleep.
Taking notes may not be possible for pupils with auditory-acter or fine motor problems.

experience requires good perception. For erampie, a perscn with a
directicaal handicap may not turn knobs aid switches the right way. Visual perception
is often necessary to measure chemicalein a beaker. Pouring liquids also requires
visual-actor skills.

Perceptual prnblems. often effect the student's cogoitive. abilities. For ample,
vigual'and auditory sequencing problems cal cause difficulty thiridng in an orderly,
logical way. A persinn, with, this problem might tend to j'U to conclusions. Or a
student with visual and auditory discrimination problems may have difficulty distin-
guishing between two like concepts such as socialism and caammism. Sanetimes; short-
term memory is affected. This is because information mist be perdeived properly before
it cal be remembered.

Sane learning disabled peop]A' have trouble with concept of time. Vey do not,
feel the Passage of time in a normal way aryl may have difficulty estimating how long
it-will take then to achieve a task or have trouble getting to a certain place by a
certain houY.

NECESSAfet ACCCMIXIATIONS

Bow can the handicapped student service help the learning disabled
student? 'First, remember .that learning disab ities are a handicap specifically
mentioned under Section 504. Thus, learning disabled students need and deserve similar
accommodation as those received by students with physical handicaps.

Tape recording classes

This. may be necessary for students yabo ca-not take notes or who have difficulty in
abditary perception. If a professor is worried about the student misusing a
he can prepare notices for the sttxletit to sign that declare that the tapes et for .the

pupil's oval use only and that they may not be, utilized for any other purposes.

4
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itaetakers ,

( 01.

A student wino takes good notes can be asked to take notes with carton.
paper or led his notes to the student with a handicap.

Arranging far the student. to have more time

-mat. copying skills for learning disabilities take extra'time. The studait
may have to check. and recheck his work for errors. It takes him Unger to write.

and read. It may benecessery to help the student find extra time, to study.

For example, you can help him get his ling materials and some aisigrinents
in advance, so he can prepare for next is over the summer. Or perhaps
professors.cen be =winced to extend deadlit, a for a student. Sane learning

ditiabled students try to take ally one course per semester.

Accamodaticns in testing-

Same learning disabled students with difficulty writing will need a per,scn to

write the answers for than or may need to speak into a tape recorder... Others will

need the =agitation read to than. Tests for learning disabled .studenti should
be printed clearly with dark ink, so the letters are easy to see. Double negatives

are coo:fusing for students with. directional handicaps. Computer cards are difficult
for score students with motor problems, since they have a hard tins keeping the
pencil marks within the- lines. Also, students with visual tracking problems mey
fail this type ,of test due to putting'8X1triet "1" in answer space "2" and answer "2"

in an space ",3" and so cn. Many students can take tests normally, but need
extra time to complete them, because of their slow reading and writing abilities.

0
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It may be difficult to convince the professore to provide acccomodaticas for

learning disabled students. '!hey may think theistudent is making up tke handicap

in order to gain a provilege. It is necessary tq educate the facultY ".earning

disabilites. . Sone universities provide in-Service training. One cons renter .

writes a letter to professors who will'have learning disabled students in
classes It describes. .the faculty umber's requirements under. Section 504.

Academic work is not the aily area affected by a leanting *iv
1.----im..disabled adults have trouble meeting people,' working with ethers, and

asking . They do not "fib in", easily. Social skills problems are pert of
the handicap of learning disabilities. Due to their perceptual problems, learning
disabled individuals have trouble ixxlerstancling others. A person wino =not
visually disciminate'berm light and dark colors will also be unable to tell the
difference between a happy and a sarcastic wile, A person unable th disciminate-
between a "v" and a "b" sand may tint be able to tell, the difference between jOking
and questioning voices. -- People with auditory handicaps work so hard to onderstand

the surds of a statement that they may ignore the ncnverbal meaning. 'Ibis
=anion can cause learning disabled adults to respond incorrectly.

It is extremely difficult for lea4dng disabled people to pick up the social
custonslany of their peers take for granted: MUM talk, entering g circle of
people, introckicing themselves to strangers. Learning disabled people are -1.11
culture shock in their an culture.
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It is also difficult for learning disabled'people to interact witji
authoxity figures such as professors and counselors. Many have not learned
the appropriate ;voice and body language and may make requests too arrogantly
or too shyly. Sane may have had so many bad 'experiences frith teachers that
they may be afraid to ask far special help. It may be useful for a counselor
to practice with the-student r-before he 'approaches the Instructor.

STULEgrS WITH WRING DISABIE.:ITiES

, Learning disabilities can cause academic and social difficulties. How
can. these students be counseled? Here are sane -f

The student needs information'about his )handicap

any learning disabled students have been encperitneing difficulty all their
lives'without having any idea of the reascn. They ascribe their failure to
"not trying", being personally weak, being "crazy" or "stupid." These
explanat-tons lead to a low self-( Image which paralyzes their desire to improve.

This information should be presented iclearly
-'9

Use both scientific words and camrn phrases. The student should also learn
"about hisstrengths. He' should also be given a written record or tape of his"about

The student ,xneeds positive reinforcement
S.

Learning disabled peaple struggle alotte. As they advance', hey are not praised.
'Instead, they are cI ticized or teased; since-they often .camot keep up with their
peers. The student deserves this praise because of his struggle against his .
handicaps I.

Acknowledge the difficulty caused by the handicaps

Students with learning disabilities do not get much s thy, and samettmes they
el

1
4.

need to complain, Don't confuse ventilation with s -pity,0
Here are sane good phrases td use: "It.really does take a lot

overcame these handicaps. I'm impregsed that you stick with it and
studying completed." "It definitely raked more time to listen to
to read thent It mist be hard to witch the other students 4.injoying
and evenings when you ,have to study. But when you graduate, you'll
idea of how to really get 'ark done.", f
heal with self-pity .

ti

of work to
get your
your books than
their weekends
have a better

-RemeMber that score self-pity is natural tn . The student oral be able to
talk himseltout of it. It may be helpful toask him to speaktatout samethiAs'oi
1411.6 he is proud. Isk'him.to talk about it and give him a lot of positive mint-km-

, meat about Chow virerful he is.

6 .
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Talk. to the student about his behavior

Don't convent on his emotions, since you don't know'what he is feeling-.
For example,' it would be helpful to say, ",it sounds like you aren!t:spending
enough Inks studying." It would be less helpful to say, "You aren't
trying very hard." It would be helpful to say, '!Mr. Lynch told me that you
spoke to him in a loud,nasty, tone of voice when you asked to tapehis classes.
He thought you didn't show res t for him." It would be less help to say,
"You got angry at W. Lynch and that's why he.didn't let you tape his classes."

Be specific in your feedback .

a

It would be helpful ts say, "td en your eyes wander all over the roan, I. feel
like' you aren't listdiing to me. Please look at me when I an talking to You.",
It would be less helpful to say, "Pay attention." .

Be honest with yourself 'about how you react to the student -

due learning disabled PeOple have visible results of their handicaps, such
as staring, awing in a disorgalized way, or not holding their heads perpendicular.-
Others work so hard it. paying attention and trying to do well that they radiate
tension. If you find that a ceTtain student makes you uncomfortable, eskpress
your thoughts appropriately to another person. Deal with these feelings. Dtn't
subtly reject tile student.

The student may need help organizing his thoughts

. ,

Iarge,Kojects-niay need to be broken dean into many steps.. For ample, a
learning disabled student could be taught to outline a paper, then to work on
one subject heading each night. He might need.guidance on how Jmuch tinr to
schedule for each task..

The student may need help orgaiizinghis thoughts. If he takes ten sentences
to say what he could say in oneisentance, help him think :)f the main Point
before ha speaks.' Interrupt him when he doesn't make sense. Don't let him
ramble.

Try to organize support groups of learning disabled students

Since their hindicapjis invisible, they carrot share good coping skills unless
somebody gets them together.- They can 'be taught to give each other positive
reinforcement and can help each other study. These self-help groups have proven
invaluable on many oanpuses.

t
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CCNCLUSICN.

As more and us, a learning disabled students go to college, their
handicaps will mare widely knOwn and easier to accommodate. They
will became better able to make their contribLTicc to society.

Learning disabled people hwinarlygoarsints. They often over-
compensate for their handicAps seb into strengths. Their

tly incorrect perception can lead to looking at,, the world in a slightly
erent way. This can make then mare creative, and better able to solve

pro ):emeb.
Witirthe hblp of good handicapped student services prograMs, learning

disablel students can became productive professionals.

re.


